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left, A ‘toad abode,’ habitat to 
attract toads, frogs and other 
beneficial wildlife to the garden. 
Made from a recycled trash can lid. 
above, The garden is strategically 
planted to complement several 
different curriculum needs including
pioneer legacy crops.

above right, ‘Wicking’ garden 
bed designed to reduce water 
consumption. 
right, Water is input through 
PVC piping that supplies the 
roots directly.

      Eagle Bluff has had a garden onsite for five years. The garden is primarily used in two ways: (1) as an edible 
garden that provides a small amount of produce for the dining hall kitchen and salad bar, as well as a select 
number of classes and (2) as an outdoor classroom where instructors go to teach scientific concepts and 
sustainable agricultural techniques.

Edible Garden
      As an edible garden, Eagle Bluff places an 
emphasis on using organic heirloom seeds which 
they are able to receive free of charge from the Seed 
Savers Exchange.  An heirloom plant is a cultivar that 
was commonly grown during earlier periods in 
human history, but which is not used in modern 
large-scale agriculture.  By growing heirloom seeds, 
even on a small scale, Eagle Bluff is able to help 
conserve and promote culturally diverse, but 
endangered garden and food crops. In addition, the 
use of heirloom plants is especially valuable for their 
Pioneer Life class as it introduces students to the 
actual varieties used in that time period. 
 
Outdoor Classroom
      As an outdoor classroom, the Eagle Bluff garden is 
a great space where instructors teach and students 
can get exposed to a variety of learning experiences.
Scientific Concepts taught are:  

 Habitat 
   Diversity
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 Pollination,
 Decomposition 
 Predator/prey relationships

Sustainable Agricultural Techniques include:
 Companion Planting
 Space conservation (vertical and  square-foot        

gardening)
 Rotational Planting
 Water conservation (wicking beds and rain barrels)              
 Composting

          
Herman's Garden Seed Donation Program
      The seeds grown in the Eagle Bluff Greenhouse 
and Teaching Garden have been donated by Seed 
Savers Exchange as part of the Herman's Garden 
Program.  

What is a seed donation?
      Donations are seed packets returned from retail 
seed racks throughout the country, or are overstock 
seed packets from the previous year. These seeds 
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have been stored in a variety of environments, and 
SSE recommends planting more than the suggested 
sowing rate in case of low germination. Herman's 
Garden seed is limited; they will supply each project 
with what they can. Donations are usually mailed 
within 4-6 weeks.

Who is eligible?
      Donated seed is intended only for established 
community and educational groups who will freely 
share the harvest, and save seed for others in need. 
Non-profits, schools, community gardens, and 
educational programs in the U.S. are eligible to 
receive Herman's Garden seed donations. Due to 
customs restrictions and shipping costs, they do not 
honor requests outside of the United States. They do 
not accept requests from individuals. They do not 
accept requests for projects where seed will be sold, 
or resulting produce will be sold.

Teaching Garden and Local Foods
http://www.eagle-bluff.org/top/projects/garden/

Wicking Bed Garden 
A wicking Bed Garden at Eagle Bluff Environmental 
Learning Center is designed to conserve water by 
wicking it up for plant use. See the following websites 
for more information: 

 

 

 

For more information contact: 

Sara Sturgis

http://pinterest.com/WillSundog/wicking-bed-
garden-raised-bed-garden-eagle-bluff-l/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wiNoxeA2sD8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mt8ScAvgUM
wicking bed gardens

education@eagle-bluff.org

http://www.eagle-bluff.org/top/projects/garden/
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